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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR CONTINU 
OUSLY ELECTBOPLATING HEAVY WIRE. 
AND SIMILAR STRIP MATERIAL 

Herbert Kenmore and Walter J. Manson, New 
York, N. Y., assignors to Kenmore Metal Cor 
poration, New York, N. Y., a corporation of 
Delaware 

Application September 14, 1950, Serial No. 184,884 

(Cl. 204-28) 1 ll Claims. 

This invention relates to a new process and ap 
paratus for treating rigid metal rod material, such 
as heavy Wire or strips, in various liquid treat 
ing baths. More speci?cally, the invention re 
lates to an apparatus and process for coiling 
heavy metallic wire and similar strip material and 
continuously passing it in the form of a helix 
through a series of baths including an electro 
plating bath. 
The coating of wire by the hot dipping method 

or by electroplating heretofore has always been 
done by the passing of wire through a series of 
tanks in straight line for treatment and coat 
ing. These tanks are arranged linearly and are 
of a length such as to provide for the necessary 
period of contact between the wire and the 
treating baths. The faster the'wire is to move 
or the heavier the coating, the longer each in 
dividual tank has to be. The wire itself has to 
be flexible enough to be bent over the walls of 
the tanks from one operation into the other. 
Where heavy deposits are needed, the time for 

the wire to stay in one tank is such that tanks 
sometimes 300 to 400 feet long have to be con 
structed. Some tinning or galvanized installa 
tions necessitate a working space which is 400 to 
800 feet long. In order to increase production, 
a multitude of strands are fed through the 
equipment. This type of operation does not pro— 
duce a wire with a concentric coating and limits 
the choice of the base wire or coating. in the 
?rst place, only soft and very pliable base Ina 
terial can be used and the wire has to be in 
very line sizes. In the second place, the amount 
of coating is very restricted because heavy coat 
ings would necessitate impractical tank sizes. It 
has been repeatedly suggested to do away with 
these disadvantages by moving a helix through 
a series of treatment baths and thus reduce the 
working space to a considerable Xtent. Many 
attempts have been made to improve such oper 
ations, but none of the improvements have been 
entirely successful in overcoming all the di?icul 
ties accompanying this type of plating process. 
The prior disclosures have the following two 

characteristics in common: 
1. The disclosed apparatus requires that the 

process be a batch or discontinuous one (at 
least the work always has to be stopped in order 
to allow time to weld the beginning of one wire 
coil to the end of another wire coil). 

2. The material plated always must'be soft and 
this requires that the operation oi‘ the machine 
be extremely slow. The present invention avoids 
these two limitations and in so doing gains some 
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very distinct advantages as will be seen in the 
disclosure below. 

In application No. 534,543 ?led May 8, 1944, now 
Patent No. 2,495,695, an apparatus has also been 
disclosed for continuously passing a heavy wire 
which has been formed into the shape of a helix 
through a number of baths by suspending and 
rotating the helix between a pair of horizontally 
arranged, positively driven rollers and dipping 
the suspendedportions of coils of the helix into 
a plurality of baths. 

It is an object of the present invention to pro 
vide an improved process and apparatus whereby 
a heavy gauge wire can be continuously tempered, 

»~ straightened, formed into a helix, having a uni 
form diameter and pitch (which it retains due 
to the temper) and passed (primarily by push 
ing) through a series of baths and electroplated 
automatically as described hereinafter in such 
a uniform manner as to make it possible to re 
draw by conventional methods such plated wire to 
any desired gauge as ?ne as any ordinarywire 
can be drawn. 

It is a further object‘ of the present invention 
to provide .an improved apparatus and process 
whereby relatively heavy gauge and/or still wire 
can be continuously and eiiiciently metal plated 
to produce a stiii ?nished product at very high 
speeds of~over90 feet per minute. 

It is a further object of the present invention 
to provide an apparatus and process whereby a 
still, tempered wire may be formed into a helix 
and run at .high speed through a series of treat 
ments. 

It is a further object-of the present invention 
to provide an improved process and apparatus 
for electroplating metalbodies such as relatively 
heavy wire or strip material continuously and 
in sucha way as to prevent excessive oxidation 
during the process and thereby produce a bond 
between the base material and ‘the plating of 
such adhesiveness as .to permit redrawing‘ with 
out flaking, cracking or other deterioration of 

~ the coating. 
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Another objectof the invention is to provide 
an apparatus having a means for .iorrninga-stiii 
tempered wire into :the form of a helix having 
uniform coil size ‘and‘a uniform pitch and for 

simultaneously pushing’ the ‘wire to rotate the 
formed helix and cause it to move along a hor 
izontally arranged supporting means adapted to 
hold a large number of coils and to rotate with 
the helix as it is formed, in combination with 
a plurality of baths soconstructed as to surround 
the major portion ‘of each of the supported helix 
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coils and yet to eliminate any contact between 
the wire and the walls of the baths. 
These objects and others ancillary thereto are 

accomplished by providing an apparatus which 
carries out the following process steps: ?rst, 
straightening and, if necessary, additionally tem 
pering the wire; second, continuously curving the 
straight, tempered wire into the form of a helix 
having a uniform coil size and a uniform pitch; 
third, passing the so formed helix (primarily by 
pushing the straight portion of the wire) to a 
horizontally arranged, rotating, supporting roll 
which roll. is of considerably less diameter than 
the diameter of the helix but which has a periph 
eral speed equal to that of the wire in the helix; 
fourth, dipping the major part of each of the sus~ 
pended coils of the helix into a plurality of baths 
including cleaning and electroplating baths which 
baths are held by a series of abutting containers 
so constructed as to avoid any frictional contact 
between the walls of the containers and. the wire 
of the helix passing through the liquids in the 
containers. rlJhe path that the wire being treated 
travels outside of the baths must be limited to 
prevent oxidation and in no part of the path 
from the cleaning bath to the end of the el ctro 
plating bath is a complete coil of the helix sub 
j'ected to the oxidizing in?uence of the atmos— 
phere. In other words when a given point on the 
helix passes out of one bath it then passes over 
the supporting roller and directly into the next 
bath. 
The apparatus and process of the invention is 

applicable to any type of metal strip material 
which is bendable to coil form and at the same 
time of sufficient diameter and/or temper to re 
tain the shape given it by a coil forming device. 
For convenience, such strip materials are referred 
to generally as “wire” regardless of the cross sec 
tional shape thereof. The strip material should 
have a cross sectional area at least equal to that 
of 1/3" diameter round wire. 
According to the disclosure of application No. 

534,543 referred to above the sizes of the coils are 
maintained uniform in passing through the baths 
by pressing a top roller against the wire on the 
supporting roller. It has now been found pos 
sible to omit the top roller by providing properly 
tempered wire, by preventing frictional engage 
ment between the wire and the bath walls and by 
forming the helix with a predetermined uniform 
pitch as well as with a uniform coil diameter. 
However, it is sometimes advantageous to add the 
top roller to improve the stability of the device. 
Whether the top roller is employed or not the 
main force which moves the helix through the 
baths according to the present invention appears 
to be the combination forces furnished by the 
bottom roller and the pulling or pushing force 
provided the two or more rotated gripping 
rollers which grip and forward the wire back of 
the helix forming device. A set of straightening 
rollers is located adjacent to the rotated gripping 
rollers and a helix forming device follows the said 
gripping rollers. The helix forming device may 
consist of a single grooved roller which is o?set 
from the common tangent of the gripping rollers 
and from the straightening rollers in such a man 
ner as to impart both a de?nite curvature and a 
definite pitch to the wire which is forced to bend 
by the said roller. The roller type of straighten 
ing device may be placed between the gripping 
rollers and the offset roller or may precede the 
offset roller. At least one of the pair of gripping 
rollers is positively driven so as to impart a tan— 
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gential push which is not only sufficient to force 
the wire over the helix forming roller out is also 
sufficient, in cooperation with the rotating helix 
supporting roller, to cause the entire helix being 
passed through the apparatus to rotate. 
In contrast to the general belief and quite un 

expectedly, it has now been found that one basic 
and essential feature of the invention consists in 
transforming the wire into a ?rm, rigid body. 
This body can be visualized, for example, as a 
huge spiral having approximately 120 individual 
coils or contours 30" wide and a total 15’ long. 
The pitch and the distances between any two 
adjacent coils are equal and predetermined. This 

.~ ?rm body has to be continuously formed as it is 
treated. This firm body moves, as such, through 
the treating tanks and there can be no friction 
to the individual coils or contours when leaving 
one treatment tank and entering the next. If 
friction were present, the ?rm body would lose its 
shape and rigidity and could not move through 
the apparatus any more. 

It is, therefore, essential that a substantially 
uniform temper be incorporated into the strip 
material or wire before this ?rm body of spirals 
or multiples of spirals is formed. In rare cases, 
the wire may have su?icient temper already, but 
is is usually desirable to impart an additional 
temper to the wire or other strip material just 
before forming it into the helix. This additional 
temper may be given to the wire by pulling it 
through a reducing die located adjacent the coil 
forming mechanism. The reducing die in addi 
tion to adding temper to the wire serves to remove 
small kinks, scale and rust and in general, pro 
vides a smooth, sti? wire. 
The wire may be pulled away from the original 

commercial coil in an axial direction so that the 
original coil may be held in a stationary position 
and so that the free end of the coil may be 
welded to the end of the next coil to be treated. 
In this way it is never necessary to stop the 
operation of the machine because the end of a 
coil of wire is reached. On the other hand, if it 

A, does become necessary or desirable to shut down 
the machine, the wire starting into the baths may 
be cut at any time without wasting either time 
or wire. When cut, the wire in the machine may 
be passed through the remainder of the machine 

I, with the aid oi‘ a top roller and the pushing 
mechanism is shut down. Previously it was eco 
nomically necessary to complete the plating of 
any coil of wire which had been partially intro 
duced into the apparatus, and consequently, when 

. the apparatus was started again, it was necessary 
to thread up the entire machine. 
The novel features characteristic of this iii- 

vention are set forth with particularity in the 
appended claims. The invention itself, however, 
both as to its organization and its method of 
operation, together with additional objects and 
advantages thereof, will best be understood from 
the fololwing description of speci?c embodiments 
when read in connection with the accompanying 
drawings, in which: 
Figure 1 is a perspective view of the apparatus 

of the present invention. 
Figure 2 is a top plan view of the apparatus, 

partly cut away. 
Figure 3 is a cross-sectional view through an 

electroplating tank along line 3-—3 of Figure 2. 
Figure 4 is an end view of the apparatus. 
Figure 5 is a cross-sectional side view taken. 

along line 5-5 of Figure 2. 
Figure 6 is a detail view showing how the 
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curvature and pitch of the helix is-imparted-t'o 
the straightened‘ wire: 

Figure‘ 7’ isa sidevi‘ew of the stiff; spring-like 
coil.‘ 
Figure 8 ‘ is atop plan‘ view“ of‘ a modi?ed~v form 

orbath construction; 
The" preliminary treatment‘ of the wireto-be' 

sure it‘ has the" proper' temper- and“v stiffness to 
retain a helical‘ shape and; to change- it to" the 
required helical shape in- which the'ooils‘have‘ 
a uniform pitch‘ and‘ diameter‘ before pushing 
and/or‘ forwardingthe helix through‘ the‘li‘quid 
treating part’ of the-apparatus-isvery- important. 
Asindicated'in‘Figure' 1 wire“ Whom the coiled‘ 
bun‘dle H", which" bundle H’ is preferably" held~ 
non-rotatably'on' the stand 28, is’di‘awn'offthe‘ 
coil‘ H“ more or less axially. Drawing‘ the“ wire 
Ill“ off; the coil‘ axially gives it a 360° twist per 
coil but this does not5 interfere with the process 
when the subsequent trcatments‘set’forth below 
are included‘ and“~ by holding thebundl‘e H’ sta 
tionary‘ on thestand‘ 2Q-it' is possibletoweld the 
free end 12* thereof'to thelend 12? of‘ another bun 
dle- H’ held- on stand 2-! while-the wire Hi" from 
bundle: H‘ is passing through theeapparatus'. The 
wire It: is pulled- off’ the bundle H by the drum 
Strand; is‘ passed- through the die 315 between the 
bundle H-v and‘ the drum 30. The‘ die 31 is small 
enough-tomeduee the diameter of’the'wi're slightly 
and toremovescale and‘ irregularities but it also i 
has abene?‘cialieff‘ect in'incre'asingthe-temper of‘ 
the-*w-i‘re to" make-the wiresti?'er and capable-of 
retaining the‘ curvature and pitch-to he‘i'mpartedj 
thereto. The wire is drawn from the drum 3!) 
by the'pair of gripping and‘forwarding or push 
ing'ro1lers-32; 33- and i'sthen passed through the 
straightening device 48, M and- to- the‘ coil? re‘ 
forming roller 50. which imparts a de?nite uni 
form curvature and a de?niteuniform pitch: to: 
the wire forced? over it‘. The roller 56 is‘- spaced 
from: rollers :16; 43; as shown‘ in Figure 6, both. 
tangentially and axially so‘ as-to'i'mpart: a pitch 
as well as'arcurvature totthe wire- IB. From the 
coil: reforming roller 561 the coiled‘ wire‘ passes; 
to the horizontal‘helixsupporting'roller 6E3; Pref 
erably‘several coils of the'helix thus f’ormediro 
tate outside. of the‘ treating bath sectionof‘ the 
device and‘ theicoilsi then passinto the ?rst of 
the series of. baths. Vfhen the machine is=to1 he 
closed clownv the wire can bevcut somewhere be 
tween that‘ portion which: is‘. just about to enter 
the bath andv the ?rstv complete‘ coil? following 
the roller 5!!‘ and the remainder of the wire in 
the bath. is passed. on through and’; completely 
treated. 
The gripping rollers 32, 33'whichpush the-wire 

through. the apparatusiarei driven‘ from the shaft 
34, gear‘35, chain drive 36;.and shaft 311?. The 
shaft 61- which is attached to the forwardingv 
roller 6'13; is-driven by‘ gear- 62, chain 6%", shaft 64 
etc. The shafts 3i‘! and 51V are'd'r-iven from avcom 
mon- source of‘ powerv if' desired, but! the gear 
boxes 31%1 and 65; shown diagrammatically; in 
clude adjustable‘ speed change devices (‘adjust 
ing means not shown)~ such asla Reeves drive. 
In operation the speeds of’ these two shafts 34‘ 

and 61. must be synchronized to-maintain proper 
coil' size and‘machine operation. 
To illustrate: If the speedioi‘shaft 3t is'faster 

than the speed of 6H‘, theoliameter' of‘ the coils 
It’ immediately following the coil‘ forming roll 
5'0‘ will become ‘ larger and‘ this enlarged" diameter 
will gradually-work its way 'int'oethe'p'l‘ating tanks 
andiwillleventually tanglewitlr the outside ‘anodes 
I26"; l-ZT (see'Fig. 3')‘. 
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If thespeedR of‘ shaft 3&1 is slower» than‘- the‘ 
speed’ of shaft 6'1‘, the reverse wiill happena The‘ 
coil1 si‘ze fellow-ingthe coil'efermin‘g roll- will‘» be‘ 
come- smaller‘ and this; small1 diameter-- coil?v wiiP 
eventually‘ tangle with the inside anodes W411 
and‘ 135; 

It‘ has beemlearnedi by; experience that the coil5 
diameter- should-Z not‘ vary more than- plus; or‘ 
minus: orreein‘ch'i from that originally setrby? the 
coil? forming‘, rolll 56. To» accomplish this re‘ 
quii~es=centihual3 manuall or automatic speed? reg 
ulation of-"oneor the other driving parts-38in‘ 651. 
The speed of the devices‘;- cannot: be ?xedi ap- 

parently because the various characteristics; of? 
' the-wire=such asitemper; uniformity of diameter, 
etc. are continuously:-v changing, making it im 
possihle; to'~ perfectly: match the peripheral speed-1 
of? the drawing rolls» 3'2", 33% and? the- bottom’ 
roller" 6'01 

The: two'- units“- Gill and 4%! off the straightening 
device‘ are positioned? at: approximately‘ right an-A 
gl‘es1 to>= each» other: 'Ill'ie‘r ?rst unit‘ 49?? comprises 
a plurality" of‘ pulleys: 42; 42‘ mounted? on vertical? 
shafts 4'‘? at one‘ sideoff the'unit' and‘: an equal‘: 

‘ number of? pulleys» “1M5 mounted" on‘ shafts 45‘ 
at" the-opposite‘. side of’ they unit and.‘ positioned‘ 
so that the wire- is contacted alternately: by: a' 
pulley 4113 and: a; pulley: M: as‘. it‘ passes: through‘v 
the'unit 413i siniilarly'thepulleysré'? inrshaftsrrlt’li 

‘ are: mounted: at the upper: side‘. of unit- ltllf and‘ 
the pulleysa?aiin shafts-1. 4'9? are: mounted¢ on the 
loweri sides of: the; unit. d'il‘l. 

As; thewire: ltB'i is pushedi past the straighten 
ing unit41l: it iszcurve‘d" by the roller: or’ pulley 5B; 

spaced: vertically from the. wire: contacting 
grooves of’; the pulleys; 451‘ and: 4&1 of; straightener. 
unit; 62!: to?» impart a. de?nite. uniform‘. curvature 
to. the: straightenedi wire; The: plane of 1' rotation 
of: the: pulley; 50: is: substantially? parallel. to‘. but 
spacedihorizontally fromzthe: plane of rotation‘ of? 
the pulleys: 4'83. so) as to: give - the‘; helix; I10?‘ which 
is; formed: at de?nite'iuniform'a pitch; The shaft 
54£=iSit013atab1ym?lllltBdiiII a: block‘v 52.. which‘; con- 
tainssuitableadjustihg means 5?.’ for varyihgz'the 
distance‘.- ofz‘the" pulley-'51‘ fromithe block 52L. 
As shown‘ im the; drawing the straightening 

device 40;. 4;!‘ and‘. the: recoiling means ‘ '50 are . lo 
catedit'angentially withirespectttolthe lower- part 
of.’ the helix: which: is formed: These devices; 
howevergpan beilocatedi tangentially ‘to. the" helix. 
[101 which‘. is; fbrnredgat' any point‘ about-the cirr 
cunrference: thereof. 

The'roll?n'zextends horizontally‘ above a num 
ber of; separatezadljacenm. bathz chambers ‘we-18'; 
The“ series?v of? baths; 1.0—18 1 are adjacent one‘ an 
otherfso: thattfromzthetimea givenrpoint on the 
helix: l0? immersed-in; the‘ ?rstbath it-never 
travelsiimtheizaiiz ateonatimefor a period as long 

theev time: intakes:- for‘ the helix Hi’ to rotate 
once and/or it is never allowed access to- the‘ 
air: for? a periods‘ of‘ over 2U1seeonds< atr onetime. 

limitation: on“- thetime of ' contact“ with- the 
betweem the: cleaning: and‘ electroplating 

-- bathsl andE between each= emersiom and: the next 
subsequent"- immersion in the electroplating bath - 
is: absolutely; essential. It would be possible to 
permit: one or more- turns: to" travel‘ in air be 
tween: a'» degrea-sing bath‘ and the cleaning bath, 
for‘ exampl'e. although: it is preferred-tohave all 
the bathsiabut onevanoth‘er'for'the sakeof com‘ 
pactnessrandi-rigidityrofitheapparatus; 

Sojthat‘the position" of theheliir H!" which‘ is 
passing througlr the treating, baths“ shall:‘ not be 
slowed‘ up“- by 1' frictiorr- or“ contact‘ with the‘ walls 
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of the baths a particular and unusual type of 
end wall and separating partition has been de 
vised. That is, the upper part of the wall is 
sloped in one direction (the axial direction of the 
approaching wire) at one side thereof and is 
sloped in the opposite directions on the other 
side. The sloping portions start from a hori 
zontal line which is located approximately at 
the center portion or axis of the helix It’. A 
very satisfactory structure is shown at the end 
wall 89 of the bath 16. Below the horizontal line 
85 the end 89 is substantially straight and is 
attached at right angles to the sidewalls and bot 
tom of the bath structure. From the line 80 up 
wardly the right side 82 of the end 80 slopes in 
wardly with respect to the bath ‘i0 and from the 
line So upwardly the left hand side 83 slopes out 
wardly so that that portion of the helix desig 
nated as A which is just passing into the bath ‘it 
does not contact any part of the bath end wall ' 
{it even though the wire passes over the roller 
60 at an angle of approximately 90°. The slop 
ing portions 52 and 33 are connected by the tri 
angular portion 8% which extends down from 
the central portion of the partition. So that the 
edges of the end wall or the partitions can be 
connected rectilinearly to the tank, the sloping 
areas 82 and 33 are shown as ending adjacent to 
but slightly spaced from the sides of the tank. 
The sloping areas extend beyond the space which 
is traversed by the helix and the side edge 85 
of the wall 88, for example, lies in the same plane 
as that portion of the wall below the line 8!. 
This side edge 85 is connected to the slope portion 
83 by a triangular portion 86 (only partly shown) 
which is approximately equal to a bisected por 
tion of the triangular section 84. The drawing 
shows sharp right angle turns or bends connect 
ing the sloping portions 82 and 83 to the center 
connecting portion 84 and the side triangular 
portion s6 but it is obvious that these bends may 
be considerably rounded off, if desired, since the 
helix does not approach closely to the extreme 
side portions or the center part of the partitions 
or walls 85. The side parts 85 and 86 can be 
omitted altogether since the only disadvantage 
of such omission is to make it slightly more diffi 
cult to align the partitions when building the 
apparatus. As best shown in Figure 2 the side 
walls SB, ill of the tank ‘ii may be united to the ~ 
side walls 92, 93 of an adjacent tank 72 by 
means of the laterally extending ?anges 9Q, 95, 
9E and 9'5. The edges 85' of the partition 80 
being being held between two adjacent ?anges 
98 and 91. Some of the partitions may be at 
tached to the edges of the side walls as shown at 
85’. The end walls 89 as shown extend above the 
level of the roller 65} and have a slot 88 (see Fig 
ures l, 3 and 4) which extends further away 
from one side of the roller Bil than from the 
other. 
The remaining partitions or end walls are con 

structed similarly with the two sloping sides 82 
and 83, etc., so that in its complete path of travel 
through the baths, the wire never comes into 

When operat 
ing at high speeds of over 58 feet per minute, for 
example, this freedom from, frictional engage 
ment with the bath walls is of tremendous im 
portance since at such speeds merely momen 
tary contact with the bath walls frictionally 
holds back the particular coil which makes the 
contact su?iciently to change its diameter and 
once the diameter of a coil at a particular part 
of the apparatus is changed every subsequent 
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8 
portion of the wire which passes that part will 
be given approximately the same reduced or in 
creased diameter. The condition is likely to be 
aggravated more than alleviated by continuing 
the operation of the apparatus after one portion 
of the helix has been distorted. Every time one 
coil of the traveling helix is decreased in cir 
cumference another adjacent coil is increased in 
circumference by an equal amount. For ex 
ample, variations of plus or minus one inch in 
diameter in the coils of a helix which is 36 inches 
in diameter result in a non-uniform plating. 
One may qualitatively estimate the cumulative 
result due to continued frictional contact from 
the fact that a forwarding roller til which has a 
diameter of about 6" and in which the diameter 
varies from end to end by T‘s" does not work 
satisfactorily due to the variation in coil size 
which it gradually builds up. 
A top roller it!) may be pressed against that 

portion of each coil which contacts the top of 
the forwarding roller 66. The roller EOE! is ro 
tatably supported in the bearing plates l0! and 
H32 which in turn are held by the overhanging 
frame structures m3 and E54 located at the ends 
of the apparatus. Suitable adjusting means I05 
and H36 are provided to adjust the distance be 
tween the top roller wt and the roller 60 so that 
wires of di?erent diameters can be processed. 
This top roller Hit may be omitted in the ap 
paratus or" this invention especially when the 
wire is tempered and when there is no frictional 
engagement with the walls of the tank. 
The sequence of baths employed depends some 

what upon the metal being plated but it should 
always include at least one cleaning bath before 
the electroplating bath. In the apparatus shown 
the following sequence of baths may be em 
ployed. Bath 70 may be an electrolytic cleaning 
bath containing an aqueous solution of sodium 
phosphate. In this bath the wire is made the 
anode by means of the electrical contacts H0 
held on the bar i i i. cathodes are shown at H2 
and lit. From the bath ‘it the wire passes to 
bath H which contains a cold water rinse. Suit 
able means such as tap H3 may be associated 
with this bath to continuously replenish the 
water therein. The next bath '32 may be a hot 
sulphuric acid bath which is followed by a cold 
water rinse bath 13. Bath it is another electro 
lytic cleaning bath containing electrode contacts 
1 ill for the wire and electrode connecting bars 
H5 and N55 for the bath. The bath it may be 
a polarizing or a flash plating bath has an 
electrode contact ii 1, etc. 
The electroplating bath ll’ shows 17 turns of 

the helix passing therethrough but in reality the 
turns are more closely spaced so that there are 
from 20-75 passes through the electroplating 
bath. The rod Hiwhich extends along the top 
of the bath adjacent the top of the helix con 
tains a number of electrode contacts iZil and i 2 i, 
one on each side of the roller (ill for each coil 
which is passing through the bath. 
The anodes in bath are spaced about equally 

on both the inside and outside of the helix (see 
Figure 3). The outside electrodes are suspended 
from the anode connecting bars !22 and 523. 
The electrodes £25 and lit which extend from 
bars Q2 and I23, respectively, follow the curva 
ture of or are substantially concentric with the 
wire helix Hi’. The electrodes 52d and £25 may 
be covered with the fabric bags lit and 12?. The 
inner electrode supports see, i3i hold the elec 
trodes 432 and 133, respectively, which are also 
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preferably covered with the fabric bags I34 and 
I35. The electrodes 1-32, ‘It-3 are substantially 
'equally ‘spaced ‘along ‘the inside of the wire helix 
‘I0’. The pairs of electrodes 52%, i‘Z‘l-‘andd’t'd, ‘I35 
are vtied together at their free ends 'to ‘maintain 
their proper position in‘the‘bath. 
The coil ‘I0’ ‘which is formed'accordingto 1the 

present invention is a stiff, spring-"like ‘helixrln 
which'all of the individual turns are~of substan 
tially the same'diameter-andpitch. That’is, the 
diameter “d” 'ofiall the coils-as shown 'in Figure 
7 is the same 'and the'distance “s” ‘between any 
,tWO ‘adjacent coils is substantially the same. -As 
long as no» particular part'of ‘the helix is slowed 
up due ‘to friction-against a side vof a 3bath ‘wall 
‘the helix l0’ retains the shape given it by the 
coil forming mechanism "50-54. The stiff j'helix 
10’ may be passed througha ‘frictionless stype-‘of 
Vbath ‘without ‘the aid ‘of vthe ‘top roller as illus 
'trated ‘in Figure "7. 

A'modi?ed vform of ‘bath construction is shown 
in plan view ‘in Figure '8. ‘Inthis-?gureithe-sides 
I90 and IHI of the ?rst death "are parallel but 
“slightly-out of alignment so that the-end-sections 
‘I380 connect to the side walls at-anangle ‘which 
‘is slightly different from 'a ‘right ‘angle. The end 
walls I‘80 may be secured to‘the side walls in the 
same vwayathat the-end walls 80 ‘of Figures ‘land 
"2 are connected tothe side ‘walls '90 and "SI, ‘for 
example, by means of ?anged sections I91 and 
‘I96 ,of the side walls I90 and vI92 respectively, 
and ‘theextending edge 185 of ‘the-end walls'Hi'O. 
Additional ‘end 'or cross walls T80’ "may v~be ‘added 
as shown in Figure ‘8. Although ‘Figure '7 is “a 
:side ‘elevation and Figure "8 is -a ‘plan “view, the 
'way ‘in‘which the 'coil f0’ of :Figure 7 may ‘be 
“introduced into and passed ‘through the ‘bath 
combination of 'Figurei8 without rubbing'against 
‘the'walls I180 ‘or ~l.80'"of"the baths may Lbe visual 
ized by imagining that the ‘helix of Figure ",7 ‘is 
lowered into "the "baths .of Figure ,8. 'It ‘can be 
seen 'that‘the walls ~Ii30'or ‘I80’ ‘will substantially 
ibisect the space between two vadjacentindividual 
coils or turns of the helix. 

‘It is readily understood ~that :by combining "a 
wire straightening ‘and coiling means ‘with ‘the 
electroplating ‘apparatus any kind ‘of wire which 

' ‘has the proper stiffness or ‘isc'f sumc'ient‘size to 
be made stiff by'temperingcan beplatedtin‘such 
a way as toproduceaplated product "which can ,. 
be vdrawn to any ‘desired ~?nal ‘size. "With “the 
apparatus of this invention heavy ‘wires which 
may *be rusted, scaley and crinkled, ‘in short ‘or 
‘longflengths, and with various degrees ofitemp‘er, 
can-,be'plated. 

‘This application is a continuation-impart of 
application ‘Serial M03732 ,8'I'2,'?led ‘March '6, ‘1947, 
nowabandoned. 
'We claim: 
1. In themethod of plating wire having across 

sectional area at ‘least equivalent ‘to ‘thato‘f a 
round wire of ,75 mils diameter to ‘continuously 
produce a plated .wire which is capable of ‘being 
drawn after plating without rupturingror .remov 
_.ing the plate, the stepsfcomprising prov'idinga 
wire having ,a large ,cross sectional area equiva 
llentvto .at least that of a round wire of ‘75,mils 
diameter witha workjhardened surface sufficient 
to cause the wire to retain thelinear shapewhich 
is ,forcefully imparted thereto, applying ,a ,pro- . 
pellingsforce .to said ,wire tomove a strand- of the 
Wire axially in a straight direction, subjecting the 
propelled strand of ,wire .toa plurality of‘linear‘ly 
‘arranged-opposed.forceslperpendicularltotheaxis 
of ‘said =wire :tostraighten the same, immediately 
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thereafter curving the propelled strand of wire 
‘in a direction whidh iis in .a v‘generally vertical 
direction 3but inclinedslightly from the true ‘ver 
‘tical so as ‘to form the wire iinto=a helix-of uni 
‘form-size and pitch, =~the energy for straightening 
and curving said strand-of " Wire lbeing applied by 
said ‘propelling >force, ‘continuously supporting 
"and applying -a rotating ‘force 1to ya "large ‘number 
‘01f adjacent coils of said ihelix as they are formed 
*s'o'as‘to *feed’said helix along a 5helical path hav 
ing a horizontal axis, synchronizing the said 
"rotating ‘force applied to said coils of saidhéli-x 
with said jpropelling force so as to prevent the 
‘development of ‘frictional forcesibetween the helix 

" 'andlthemeanslthroughwhich said rotating force 
‘is "applied to ‘said helix, "treating the suspended 
‘portions of said supported coils with a continu 
"ous series of ‘liquid treating baths including -a 
‘clejanin‘g‘ibath andv an electroplating bath, thesa-id 
propelling "and 'rotating forces having such ‘a 
speed ‘that vno substantial oxidation ‘of the wire 
takes place ‘from itheitime ‘the {wire of the helix 
‘enters ‘the ‘cleaning bath 'until it ‘leaves the ' elec 
troplating bath. 

'2. ‘In-the‘method-of-plating wire-'having'a cross 
sectiona-l'area 'of at least equivalent ‘to ‘that of a 
round wire of '75 ‘mils diameter “to ‘continuously 
‘produce “a plated "wire which is capable of ‘being 
drawn "after ‘plating without ‘rupturing or remov 
ing ‘the ‘plate, ‘the steps comprising ‘providing -a 
wire 'having'a large cross sectional area equiva 
fljent "to at ‘least that of 'a ‘round wire of ‘75 mils ' 
‘diameter, ‘work "hardening said ‘Wire strand ‘by 
‘drawing ‘it ‘through a ‘die, applying a propelling 

‘ ‘ ‘force to "said work ‘hardened wire strand'to ‘push 
the ‘wire axially ‘in a ‘first direction, subjecting 
.thepropelledstrand of wirie'to‘a ‘plurality of Illne 
arly arranged, ‘opposed ‘forces perpendicular to 
‘theJajx'is of said strand 'of ‘wire-and extending 
said ‘?rst ~direction to continuously straighten 
said ‘strand, ‘immediately thereafter continuously 
curving :sa'id iwireiinto the form of a‘helix about 
a ‘horizontal axis perpendicular to the :plane of 
said first direction by ‘continuously applying -a 
‘curving fforce 'which'is ‘out'of alignment with’both 
the vperp'endicular ‘and "the "horizontal ‘planes of 
said ?rstidirection, the energy‘for propelling isaid 
wjire axially ‘through said ‘opposed straightening 
‘forces and "said ‘curving ‘force being applied by 
said propelling ‘force, continuously supporting 
{and applying :a ‘rotating "force to ‘a large ‘number 
of adjacent coils of said ‘helix as they‘are ‘formed 
soas to continuously feedsaid ‘helix-along a hell 
cal path ‘having a {horizontal axis, synchronizing 
the said rotating 'force'with said‘propelling-force 
so as to prevent the development of frictional 
forces .on the supported ‘portion of ‘said helix, 
treating theisupported ‘coils by passing the lower 
portions - thereof in and: out - of a continuous series 
of liquid itreating ‘baths ‘including a cleaning 2bath 
‘and an electroplating bath, the said ‘propelling 
and mating ‘forcesihaving such-a speed that no 
substantial oxidation ‘of ‘the wireitakes place = dur 
ing itstravelyoutSide of said baths from the time 
'the‘wire of the helix enters thecleaninglbath until 
it leaves the ‘plating bath. 

3. apparatusforelectroplating heavy'gauge 
wire having across sectional area at leastequiv 
'alent to ‘thatof a round-wire with a diameter of 
1075' ' , ‘comprising means for‘holding a coiled-‘bun 
:dle of vsaid ‘Wire ‘so "that the wire can be lun 
wound therefrom in an axial vdirection without 
rotating the-bundle, a -_wire‘drawingv ‘die positioned 
"to receive a 'wire ‘withdrawn axially vfrom said 
~bumile, ‘pulling vmeansadjacent said \ die {for zpull~ 
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ing the wire coming from said bundle through 
said die, a pair of opposed rollers adjacent said 
last named means adapted to grip between them 
the wire coming from said pulling means, means 
to positively rotate at least one of said gripping 
rollers, an elongated Wire straightening means 
with a plurality of generally aligned wire engag 
ing elements having one end thereof adjacent to 
said gripping rollers and being aligned with said 
gripping rollers to cooperatively coact therewith, 
a wire curving means comprising a curving roller 
adjacent the other end of said wire straighten 
ing means but out of alignment with the wire 
path of said wire through said straightening 
means and the gripping rollers so as to impart - 
a de?nite curvature and pitch to the wire which 
is forced over the said curving roller, a rotatable 
elongated horizontal supporting roller having one 
end thereof in the region of said curving roller 
and extending horizontally in a vertical plane 
which is at substantially a right angle with re 
spect to the path of the wire passing through 
said straightening means so as to cooperatively 
coact with said straightening and curving means 
for receiving said wire curved by said curving 
means in the form of a helix and to support a 
number of the individual coils of said helix in 
a suspended position, means to rotate said elon 
gated supporting and suspending roller and a 
plurality of juxtapositioned tanks below said sup 
porting roller adapted to surround the lower por 
tions of consecutive coils of said helix suspended 
from said supporting roller, at least one electrode 
contact adjacent said supporting roller for carry 
ing current to said wire and at least one electrode 
within one of said tanks. 

ii. The device as set forth in claim 3, in which 
said wire straightening device comprises two sets 
of opposed straightening rollers, a ?rst set of said 
straightening rollers having their axes of rotation 
in a pair of substantially parallel vertical planes 
and the second set of rollers having their axes 
of rotation in a pair of substantially parallel hori 
zontal planes, said wire curving device being 
located adjacent the end of said second set of , 
straightening rolls. 

5. The device as set forth in claim 3 in which 
said plurality of juxtapositioned tanks are sepa 
rated from each other by walls the side portions 
of said walls being angled away from any plane 
perpendicular to the axis of said helix by an 
amount approximating the amount by which the 
curving device is out of alignment with the path 
of the wire through the straightening device. 

6. An apparatus for electroplating heavy gauge .I: 
wire having a cross sectional area at least equiv 
alent to that of a round wire with a diameter 
of .075", comprising means for holding a coiled 
bundle of said wire so that a strand of wire can 
be unwound therefrom, a wire propelling means 
comprising a pair of opposed rollers adapted to 
grip between them the wire coming from said 
bundle holding means, an elongated wire 
straightening means with a plurality of generally 
aligned wire engaging elements having a ?rst end 
thereof adjacent to said gripping means and 
being in alignment with said opposed gripping 
rollers so as to cooperatively coact therewith to 
straighten said wire, a wire curving device adja 
cent the other end of said straightening means 
but out of line with the wire path through said 
straightening means and the gripping rollers, 
means to positively rotate at least one of said 
gripping rollers so as to propel said wire through 
said straightening means and over said curving 75 
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means so as to ?rst straighten and then to im‘~ 
part a de?nite curvature and pitch to the wire, 
a rotatable elongated horizontal supporting roller 
having one end thereof in the region of said curv 
ing roller and extending horizontally in a ver 
tical plane which is at substantially a right angle 
with respect to the path of the wire passing 
through said straightening means so as to coop 
eratively coact with said straightening and curv 

’ ing means for receiving said wire curved by said 
curving means in the form of a helix and to sup 
port a number of the individual coils of said helix 
in a suspended position, means to rotate said 
elongated supporting and suspending roller and 
a plurality of juxtapositioned tanks below said 
supporting roller adapted to surround the lower 
portions of consecutive coils of said helix sus 
pended from said supporting roller, at least one 
electrode contact adjacent said supporting roller 
for carrying current to said wire and at least one 
electrode of opposite polarity with respect to said 
?rst named electrode within one of said tanks. 

7. An apparatus for electroplating heavy 
gauge wire having a cross sectional area at least 
equivalent to that of a round wire with a diame 
ter of .075", comprising a pair of opposed rollers 
adapted to grip a wire therebetween, means to 
positively rotate at least one of said gripping 
rollers, an elongated wire straightening means 
comprising opposed sets of wire engaging rollers, 
one end of said wire straightening means being 
positioned adjacent to and cooperatively coact 
ing with said gripping rollers, said opposed sets 
of straightening rollers having a substantially 

‘/ straight opening therebetween to receive said 
wire as it comes from said gripping rollers and 
to guide said wire in a substantially straight path 
therethrough, said opening being substantially 
tangential with respect to both of the gripping 
rollers, a wire curving means adjacent to the 
other end of said straightening means but out 
of alignment with the path of the wire passing 
through said straightening means, a rotatable, 
elongated, horizontal supporting and suspending 
roller adapted to receive the wire curved by said 
curving means in the form of a helix and to sup 
port a number of the individual coils of said 
helix in suspended position, one end of said sup 
porting roller being in the region or“ said curving 
means and the other end extending at approxi 
mately right angles with respect to the said path 
of said wire strand through said gripping rolls 
and said straightening means, means to rotate 
said elongated supporting and suspending roller, 
a change speed device connected to at least one 
of said means for rotating the gripping rollers 
and said means for rotating the horizontal sup 
porting roller whereby the relative speeds of the 
two said positively rotated devices can be syn 
chronized in accordance with the characteristics 
oi‘ the wire and a plurality of juxtapositioned 
tanks below said supporting roller adapted to 
surround the lower portions of consecutive coils 
of said helix suspended from said supporting 
roller, at least one electrode contact adjacent 
said supporting roller for carrying current to said 
wire and at least one electrode of opposite po 
larity with respect to said ?rst named electrode 
within one of said tanks. 

8. An apparatus for electroplating heavy gauge 
wire having a cross sectional area at least equiva 
lent to that or" a round wire with a diameter of 
.075", comprising means for holding a coiled 
bundle of said wire so that a wire strand can be 
unwound therefrom, a wire drawing die adja 
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cent thereto positioned to receive the wire strand 
withdrawn ‘from said 'bundleppulling means ~ad 
;jacentsaid die "for pulling "the wire strand com 
iingfrorn said bundle through said die, a'pair 'of 
.qpposed'rollers 'adj'acent'to and adapted to grip 
between ‘them the ‘wire strand coming ‘from said 
pulling means, ‘an elongated wire straightening 
means with a plurality of generally aligned wire 
engaging elements in alignment with said op 
;posed gripping rollers and having a first -.end' 
thereof adjacent to said gripping rollers, a wire 
curving means adjacent to the second end of 
said elongated straightening means but out of 
line with the wire path through said straighten 
ing means and the gripping rollers, means to 
positively rotate at least one of said gripping 
rollers so as to propel said wire coming from 
said pulling means through said straightening 
means and over said curving means so as to ?rst 
straighten said wire and then to impart a de?nite 
curvature and pitch to said wire, a rotatable, 
elongated, horizontal supporting and suspend 
ing roller having one end thereof in the region 
of said curving means and extending horizontal 
ly in a vertical plane at substantially a right an 
gle with respect to the path of the wire passing 
through said gripping rollers and straightening 
means whereby to receive the wire curved by 
said curving means in the form of a helix and to 
support a number of the individual coils of said 
helix in suspended position, means for rotating 
the horizontal supporting roller, and a plurality 
of juxtapositioned tanks below said supporting 
roller adapted to surround the lower portions of 
consecutive coils of said helix suspended from 
said supporting roller, at least one electrode con 
tact adjacent said supporting roller for carrying 
current to said wire and at least one electrode 
of opposite polarity with respect to said ?rst 
named electrode within one of said tanks. 

9. An apparatus for electroplating heavy gauge 
wire having a cross sectional area at least equiva 
lent to that of a round wire with a diameter of 
.075", comprising means for holding a coiled 
bundle of said wire, a wire drawing die positioned 
to receive the wire withdrawn from said bundle, 
pulling means adjacent said die for pulling wire 
coming from said bundle through said die, wire 
straightening and propelling means comprising 
an elongated wire straightening means with a 
plurality of generally aligned wire engaging ele 
ments and an associated pair of gripping rollers 
aligned with said wire engaging elements to co 
operatively coact therewith, one end of said wire 
straightening and propelling means being adja- . 
cent said pulling means, a wire curving means 
adjacent the other end of said wire straightening 
and propelling means but out of alignment with 
the wire path through said straightening device 
and the gripping rollers so as to impart a de?nite 
curvature and pitch to the wire which is forced 
over the said curving means, a rotatable elon 
gated horizontal supporting roller having one 
end thereof in the region of said curving means 
and extending horizontally in a vertical plane 
which is at substantially a right angle with re 
spect to the path of wire passing through said 
straightening means so as to cooperatively co 
act with said straightening and curving means 
for receiving said wire curved by said curving 
means in the form of a helix and to support a 
number of the individual coils of said helix in a 
suspended position, means to rotate said elon 
gated supporting and suspending roller and a 
plurality of juxtapositioned tanks below said sup 
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porting roller'adapted to surround'the lower por 
tions-‘of consecutivecoilsiof said (helix suspended 
‘from *said supporting roller, at least one elec 
“trode‘contact adjacent said supporting roller 'for 
carrying "current v‘to said wire and at least one 
r?ectrodewithin-one of'said tanks. ' 

10. An apparatus for electroplating heavy 
gauge wire having .a cross sectional area at least 
equivalent to that of ‘a round "wire ‘with a ‘di 
ameter of {MST-comprising a wiregripping and 
forwarding means, an elongated wire straighten 
sing means w-vith a plurality of generally zaligned 
wire engaging elements having one end thereof 
adjacent to said wire gripping means and being 
aligned andL cooperatively coasting therewith to 
receive and straighten wire as it comes from said 
gripping and forwarding means, a wire curving 
means adjacent the other end of said wire 
straightening means adapted to cooperate with 
said curving means to continuously curve said 
straightened wire to the form of a horizontally 
extending helix of uniform coil side and uniform 
pitch, and a rotatable, elongated, horizontal sup 
porting means having one end thereof in the re 
gion of said curving means and extending hori 
zontally in a vertical plane which is at substan 
tially right angles with respect to the direction 
of the wire passing through said wire straighten 
ing means so as to cooperatively coact with said 
straightening device and curving means to re 
ceive the wire as it is formed into said horizon 
tally extending helix and to support a number 
of the individual coils of said helix in suspended 
position, and a plurality of juxtapositioned tanks 
below said supporting roller adapted to surround 
the lower portions of consecutive coils of said helix 
suspended from said supporting roller, at least 
one electrode contact adjacent said supporting 
roller for carrying current to said wire and at least 
one electrode of opposite polarity with respect 
to said ?rst named electrode within one of said 
tanks. ’ 

11. An apparatus for electroplating heavy 
gauge Wire having a cross sectional area at least 

“ equivalent to that of a round wire with a di 
ameter of .075", comprising means for holding 
a coiled bundle of said wire so that a strand of 
wire can be unwound therefrom, wire straighten 
ing and propelling means comprising an elon 
gated wire straightening means with a plurality 
of generally aligned wire engaging elements and 
an associated pair of gripping rollers aligned with 
said wire engaging elements to cooperatively coact 
therewith, one end of said wire straightening and 
propelling means being adjacent said bundle 
holding means, a wire curving means adjacent 
the other end of said wire straightening and pro 
pelling means but out of alignment with the wire 
path through said straightening device and the 
gripping rollers so as to impart a definite curva 
ture and pitch to the wire which is forced over 
the said curving means, a rotatable elongated 
horizontal supporting roller having one end there 
of in the region of said curving means and ex 
tending horizontally in a vertical plane which is 
at substantially a right angle with respect to the 
path of wire passing through said straightening 
means so as to coooperatively coact with said 
straightening and curving means for receiving 
said Wire curved by said curving means in the 
form of a helix and to support a number of the 
individual coils of said helix in a suspended posi 
tion, means to rotate said elongated supporting 

" and suspending roller and a plurality of juxta 
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positioned tanks below said supporting roller 
adapted to surround the lower portions of con 
secutive coils of said helix suspended from said 
supporting roller, at least one electrode contact 
adjacent said supporting roller for carrying cur 
rent to said wire and at least one electrode within 
one of said tanks. 
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